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Bike Buys Bimota DB2

Buying a Better Ducati
Only 408 examples of the Bimota DB2 were produced—285 of them with a
full fairing, and 123 with a half
by Ed Milich

Weight: 371 lb
Frame #: Steering head
Engine #: Righthand side
Colors: Red and white
Club: Worldwide Bimota Enthusiasts Club
More: www.bimota-enthusiasts.com
SCM Investment Grade: B
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Proven track success with Alan Cathcart
But it’s not just about looks. Bimota designs have
always been proven on the race track, and Alan
Cathcart raced a VeeTwo-sponsored DB2 to victory
in the BEARS series in 1996, demonstrating the
machine’s potential.

Courtesy of G.R. Rankin

I

n some ways, the 1993 Bimota DB2 stole Ducati’s thunder. The
DB2 is the ultimate version of Ducati’s steel-framed, belt-driven
900 SS—superbly re-engineered by a tiny company located
across Bologna from the Italian giant.
The DB2 was Bimota’s follow-up to Federico Martini’s milestone
Ducati 750-motored DB1, which had already alerted Italian sport
bike fans that further reﬁnements to Ducatis were possible. Young
designer Pierluigi Marconi mated a stock 900 SS powerplant to an
exquisite, hand-made chrome-moly trellis frame. Its steeply raked
steering (23.5 degrees of rake, 97 mm trail) and short 1,370-mm
wheelbase are aggressive even by today’s standards. In addition,
Bimota shaved ten pounds off Ducati’s Superlight, raising the bar
all around.
Top-shelf adjustable Paioli front forks and an Ohlins rear shock
made the DB2 steady in the most competitive situations (i.e. when
being thrashed). Brakes were Brembo racing calipers and rotors, while
billet aluminum triple clamps, foot controls, and other little details
iced the aesthetic cake. The DB2’s exhaust system predated the nowcommon high-swept exhaust of the Ducati 916, and its position near
the center of mass minimized roll inertia in quick turns.
As Bimota managed with its Japanese-engined models earlier,
the company extracted more horsepower from the Ducati motor. Only 408 examples
of the DB2 were produced—285 with a full fairing, and 123 with a half. The DB2
used a steel frame, but the company later developed aluminum trellis frames, which,
while lighter, are seen as somewhat less desirable. It didn’t help that the unattractive,
touring-bred DB3 Mantra was an early example.
For all its elegance, a DB2 is relatively easy to maintain. Battery, valve covers, and
other service areas can be accessed easily by removing the racy one-piece ﬁberglass
tank cover and tail section, a ﬁve-minute task. Valve adjustment is straightforward,
and the DB’s frame allows decent access (to the rear cylinder, especially). Thanks to
the basic 900 SS engine, many good used parts are available on eBay, while oil ﬁlters
and other sundries are available at Ducati dealers. It’s a good thing, because none of
the Bimota dealerships from the 1990s DB2 era still
exist.
Perfect DB2 owner:
Modiﬁcations can improve a DB2 signiﬁcantly.
Thinks “regular” Ducatis are
Replacing the 16-mm front brake master cylinder
too common, too slow, and not
with Brembo’s larger 19–20-mm radial unit improves
challenging enough to own. braking feel and response. The DB2’s stock 900 SS
powerplant is a mild yet competent mid-70-hp twin
Rating (HHHHH is best):
displacing 904 cc and with huge, plentiful mid-range
Fun to ride: HHHHH
torque. And because so many 900 SSs were sold, there
Ease of maintenance: HHH
Appreciation potential: HHHHH
are many opportunities for hot-rodding. Performance
Attention getter: HHHHH
cams, carbs, porting, and exhaust bring the power to
the mid-to-high 80-hp range, and common big-bore
Years produced: 1993–95
kits raise performance still further. Replacement of the
Number produced: 408
Original list price: 27.3m Lira ($17,100)
stock exhaust with a less restrictive pipe produces a
SCM Valuation: $5,000–$12,000
baritone exhaust growl guaranteed to raise the hair on
Tune-up cost: $50 DIY to $500-plus at
the back of your neck. Keihin FCR or other ﬂat-slide
the dealer
carburetors improve throttle response from the stock
Engine: Air-cooled, 2-valve/cyl,
Mikunis.
90-degree, 904-cc twin

Like other ﬁnicky exotica, service by a reputable
mechanic is essential. Desmo heads require experience,
and improperly adjusted valves are a fast lane to engine
failure. Detailed maintenance records are important on
a potential DB2 purchase; beware of prior service from
lesser mechanics. Kokusan ignition modules on the DB
can fail, just as on the 900 SS, but these can be replaced
for around $100 each, via eBay. The underseat exhaust
can create a literal hot seat, but covering the pipes with
insulating exhaust wrap will mitigate this.
The noisy dry clutch—which is a Ducati trademark—can also hammer itself into sticky engagement
if the clutch splines become notched, so it should be
overhauled every 10k–20k miles. Also check for cracks
around the steering head caused by excessive wheelies.
900 SS engines soften around 40k miles, at which time
an overhaul of the top end (at least) is recommended.
Also, aluminum crankshaft oil plugs can slowly back
out, due to a lack of threadlocker at the factory, producing aluminum shards in the pre-ﬁlter engine oil strainer
and necessitating a complete engine teardown. A rare,
period EFI system was optional on DB2s and should be
avoided at all costs.
With only 408 DB2s built, sightings are rare, and
Bimota importer Bob Smith/Motopoint brought only a
handful into the U.S. However, since DB2s are Ducatibased and thus purebred Italian machines, they command
a premium among Bimotisti over the Japanese-powered
models. A nicely accessorized DB2 recently sold on
eBay for around $10k, which is a reasonable value for
a clean example. With Ducati still cranking out its aircooled two-valve twins almost into their fourth decade,
I’d expect DB2 values to climb, as this model is really
the pinnacle of the design. In this price range, you’d be
hard pressed to ﬁnd a more prestigious Sunday morning
backroad blaster. ♦
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